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Abstract
Due to the lack of span test for the use in language-specific and cross-language studies, this study provides L1
and L2 researchers with a reliable language-independent span test (math span test) for the measurement of
working memory capacity. It also describes the development, validation, and scoring method of this test. This
test included 70 simple math problems, and was developed based on Salthouse and Babcock’s (1991) and Robert
and Gibson’s (2002) math span tests. The shortcomings of the test were identified and removed over five pilot
studies on 48 participants. The final test was used in an experimental study with a group of L1 Persian EFL
learners. Results of an item analysis, as indicated by Cronbach’s Alpha, indicated an internal reliability of .850
and .863 for the math span test processing and recall respectively. This suggests that the newly developed test is
reliable enough and could be used to measure working memory capacity in L1 and L2 studies. This study also
provides a clear procedure for the development and scoring of a math span test for the use in L1 and L2 studies.
Keywords: working memory capacity, math span test, processing, storage, composite score
1. Introduction
Working memory is a cognitive workspace (e.g., Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2007) with a limited pool
of attentional resources for temporary storage and processing information while performing higher order
cognitive tasks such as comprehension, learning and reasoning (Baddeley & Logie, 1999). A good body of
research suggests that working memory plays a very important role in the acquisition of L1 (e.g., Daneman, 1991;
Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Daneman & Green, 1986; Waters & Caplan, 1996) and L2 (e.g., Ando, Fukunaga,
Kurahachi, Stuto, Nakano, & Kage, 1992; Atkins & Baddeley, 1998; Mackey, Philp, Egi, Fujii, & Tatsumi, 2002;
Mackey, Adams, Stafford, & Winke, 2010; Shahnazari-Dorcheh & Adams, in press). Working memory is
typically measured by a language-related or a non-language-related span task. In the language-related span task
such as a reading or listening span test, the participants read or listen to a set of unrelated sentences and judge
whether they make sense or are nonsense (processing assessment), and then try to recall the final word of each
sentence at the end of the set (storage assessment). In the non-language related span task such as an operation
span test, the participants view some simple arithmetic equations and verify whether the stated solution is correct
or incorrect (processing assessment), and at the end of the set, they have to recall the stated solutions from each
equation in the set (storage assessment). In both language and non-language related span tasks, an index of
working memory is calculated with the composite score of these two assessments (e.g., Freidman & Miyake,
2004; Waters & Caplan, 1996).
However, the language-related span tasks are language-specific and differ from one language into the other. Then
the prior L1 and L2 reading (e.g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Harrington & Sawyer, 1992) or listening (e.g.,
Mackey, Adams, Stafford, & Winke, 2010; Mackey & Sachs, 2011) span tests can be used by the researchers for
the measurement of working memory capacity of speakers of just those languages. Furthermore, if working
memory is measured through L2 reading or listening span test, a reliable index for working memory capacity
may not be obtained because memory performance may be confounded with L2 proficiency (e.g., Juffs &
Harrington, 2011). It appears that a reliable non-language related span task such as a math span test is a
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requirement. This math span test can be taken in English as an international language provided that those L2
participants to whom the test is administered are familiar enough with English digits. This means that they
should be at least at the beginning level. The test can be taken in their L1 or other languages if the English digits
are converted into that specific language. To meet this requirement, this study was designed to describe the
development and validation of an English math span test for the use with L1 and L2 researchers in measuring
working memory capacity. Using such a test may help these researchers to control task-specific factors available
in reading or listening span test and provide a more reliable index of working memory capacity. It may also yield
more reliable results once it is used to measure working memory capacity in cross-language studies.
2. Methodology
This type of test was first developed by Turner and Engle (1989) to measure working memory capacity. They
called it an operation span test. In this test, a set of simple arithmetic equations such as (6/2) + 5 = 8, (3 x 4) – 5
= 7, and (4/2) + 2 = 6 are presented to the participants. For each equation, the participants’ task is to verify
whether the stated solution is correct or incorrect (processing assessment), and at the end of the set, they have to
recall the stated solutions from each equation in the set (here, 8, 7, and 6) (storage assessment). The number of
arithmetic problems on each set is successively increased from one to seven, with three sets being presented at
each series length. The total number of stated solutions recalled from the perfectly recalled set is regarded as the
participant’s math span. This test has been used as a measure of working memory capacity in several prior
studies (e.g., Daneman & Merikle, 1996; Mizera, 2006; Hambrick & Engle, 2002; Robert & Gibson, 2002;
Salthouse & Babcock, 1991; Turner & Engle, 1989). Further support for the use of operation span test, as a
reliable measure of working memory capacity is provided by a recent study in cognitive psychology (Sanchez,
Wiley, Miura, Golflesh, Rioks, Jensen & Conway, 2010). This study suggests that an operation span test can be
used to effectively assess working memory capacity and could be a predictor of a fluid intelligence test like
RAPM (Raven's Advanced Progressive Material).
The math span test for the current study was based on Salthouse and Babcock’s (1991) and Robert and Gibson’s
(2002) math span tests. This test was comprised of some simple arithmetic problems in the form of X + Y = ? or
X – Y =? type. X and Y can be single digit numbers between 1 and 9, and none of the answers to the problems
were negative. There were no identical (repetitive) arithmetic problems across the test or any repeated target
digits for two consecutive problems. However, whereas Salthouse and Babcock (1991) provided three possible
answers and asked their subjects to check off one, the participants here had to take the test individually and
provide the answers orally, like in Roberts and Gibson’s version of this task (2002), and their production was
recorded by the researcher. This format of the math span test was used to make sure that the participants’ correct
answers would not be subjected to guessing as well as to control for the recency effect. Furthermore, it would
ensure that the participants had recalled the target digits at the end of the set and not earlier during the processing
time.
Thus, in this test, the participants viewed simple addition and subtraction problems (i.e., 4 + 2 =? or 9 – 6 =?) on
a computer screen. Each problem appeared on the screen for 2.5 seconds. The participants were required to state
the answer to the problem aloud immediately (processing) and remember the second digit in each problem for
later recall (storage). To control the speed of processing, and consequently possible rehearsal of the targets, each
participant was required to view each math problem, and does it in his or her mind within a very constrained
given time.
This test was developed by the researcher and piloted with different groups of L2 participants (L1 Persian EFL
learners) (overall 48 participants) at three levels over five pilots. On each occasion, a different combination of
participants completed the test, followed by a retrospective report. Based on their reports and results on each
occasion, the shortcomings of the test, which were mostly related to the slide transition times, were removed
until no further shortcomings were reported by the participants.
During the first pilot, the test was administered to a group of 10 L2 participants. The slide transition for each
math problem was set on 5 seconds. However, the participants reported that they had some extra time to rehearse
the targets (second digit at each math problem). Furthermore, they claimed that there had been two consecutive
math problems within one set with the same target digits. To remove this problem, the positions of the digits
were reversed in one of the math problems. Furthermore, the slide transition was decreased to 4 seconds. Then
the revised test was piloted with another group of participants during the second pilot to see whether it worked
well or not.
During the second pilot, the test was administered to a group of 9 L2 participants. They reported that they had no
problems with the test. However, they said that the slide transition for each math problem had been too long, so
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they had time to rehearse the targets. The results of study also indicated that the participants’ scores were very
high. Then it was concluded that it might be the extra time that had led to inflated scores here. This problem was
removed by decreasing the slide transition for each math problem to 3 seconds. Then the revised test was piloted
with a new group of participants to see whether there was still extra time for the participants to rehearse the
targets or not.
For the third pilot, the test was administered to a group of 11 L2 participants. The results of the study indicated
two ranges of scores, with some participants scoring quite highly and others quite low. Participants with low
scores reported that the updated slide transition times had been just enough for them, while those with high
scores said that they had had a little extra time for rehearsing the targets. The range of scores was wider than
before.
During the fourth pilot, the slide transition was decreased to 2 seconds and the revised test was administered to a
group of 8 L2 participants. However, the participants all reported that the slide transition had been too fast for
them to do the math problem. Thus, they had had to skip some math problems and focus just on the targets for
better recall. The results of the study also indicated that the participants had not obtained consistent scores for the
processing and recall components, like those in the prior pilot studies.
During the fifth pilot, the slide transition was set to 2.5 seconds and the test was administered to a group of 10
L2 participants. The participants’ scores demonstrated the widest spread of the pilot tests (31-60 & 16-58 for
processing and recall capacities respectively). They also reported that they had had sufficient time to process
each math problem but had had no more time to rehearse the second digits. Thus, the duration of 2.5 seconds was
established as an appropriate slide transition for the final test. The results of this pilot were consistent with the
findings of an experimental study where this test was used, which showed a wide spread of participant scores
(33-60 & 13-59 for processing and recall capacities respectively). A satisfactory internal reliability, as indicated
by Cronbach’s Alpha, was found for this measure in the experimental study. The reliability was .850 and .863 for
the MST processing and recall respectively.
The final version of the test was comprised of 60 simple addition and subtraction problems, 30 each, distributed
equally in 3 sets of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 math problems. There was also a practice test including 10 math problems at
the beginning of the test session. This was to familiarize the L2 participants with the test procedure. The
participants were told that they would receive no points for the practice test items. Following this, they went
through increasingly longer sets of math problems. At the end of each set, a prompt (three hash keys) appeared
on the computer screen. This was to signal to the participants to recall the target digits aloud while their
production was recorded. To control for the recency effect, the participants were instructed not to say the last
target digit first.
To score the participants’ math span test, each participant’s score for the processing and storage components of
working memory was calculated. The processing score was the total number of correct answers given to the
math problems. The storage score included the total number of target digits recalled correctly across the test
(Friedman & Miyake, 2005). Thus, since there were 60 math problems in this test, and one mark was allocated to
each correct answer, the range of each participant’s processing and recall score was between 0 and 60. A
composite working memory score was obtained (Turner & Engle, 1989; Waters & Caplan, 1996). The composite
working memory score was calculated by adding up the z-scores of the working memory components. This was
an index for each participant’s working memory capacity.
The final test was used in an experimental study conducted by the researcher. This study investigated the
relationship between working memory and L2 reading ability on 140 L1 Persian EFL learners at beginning (56),
intermediate(43) and advanced (41) levels. The final test included 70 simple math problems, 10 practice session
math problems and 60 test session math problems. This test was administered individually using a
computer-based format. Each math problem appeared on screen for 2.5 seconds, when the computer transitioned
to the next slide. After each set, a slide with 3 hash keys and a two-second auditory prompt appeared. This was to
signal to the participants to recall the target digit of each math problem in the set.
The test was in PowerPoint format and was taken individually. It assessed two working memory components,
processing and storage (e.g., Chun & Payne, 2004; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Harrington & Sawyer, 1992;
Lesser, 2007; Waters & Caplan, 1996). The participants had to view each math problem, calculate the simple
addition or subtraction problem and say their answer aloud while their answer was recorded. This was the
measure of working memory processing. They also had to remember the second digit of each math problem up
to the end of the set until a visual prompt (three hash keys) along with a two-second auditory prompt appeared
on the computer screen. The pilot study results suggested that these two simultaneous prompts could well put a
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clear boundary between the sets and help the participants not to miss the recall time. At this time, the participants
had to recall the second digits and say them out loud while their answers were recorded by the researcher. This
was the measure of the working memory storage component. To control the recency effect, the participants were
required to recall the digits in the order in which they appeared (Baddeley & Hitch, 1993; Waters & Caplan,
1996).
A test instruction guide followed by an oral explanation which included an example set of three math problems
was given to the participants prior to the test. Then they were given a practice session consisting of 10 math
problems in two sets of three and one set of four math problems. Then the test began with a set of 2 math
problems, and as the test progressed, the number of math problems presented on each trial increased successively
from two to six, with three trials being presented at each series length. The prompt slide transitions increased
accordingly from 4 to 12 seconds based on the length of each set.
To score the test, one mark was allocated to the participants’ correct answer and one mark to their correct recall
of the test session items, with the total of 60 each. Thus, since there were 60 math problems across all the trial
sets, the range of the participants’ processing and recall scores was between 0 and 60 for each participant. No
marks were given to the practice session items. This was consistent with the scoring method in recent studies
(e.g., Alptekin & Erçetin, 2009). Then a composite working memory score was used as an indicator of the
participants’ working memory capacity (e.g., Lesser, 2007; Waters & Caplan, 1996). The composite working
memory was obtained by adding the processing and recall z-scores. This is a more reliable scoring method of
working memory capacity compared to the traditional span scores that quantify the highest set size completed or
the number of words in correct sets (Freidman & Miyake, 2005). An item analysis was conducted on this
measure. The internal reliability for this measure, as indicated by Cronbach’s Alpha, was .850 and .863 for the
math span test processing and recall respectively. This suggests that the newly developed math span test is
reliable enough and could be used for the measurement of working memory in future studies.
3. General Discussion and Conclusion
This study was designed to develop a math span test for the measurement of L1 and L2 learners' working
memory capacity. The math span test was developed and piloted on five groups of L1 Persian EFL learners. The
potential problems in the test were identified and removed. Then the test was successfully used in an
experimental study with 140 participants. The math problems in this test included digits of 1-9. These digits
appeared on the computer screen in English. This suggests that the test could be used for the speakers of other
languages provided that they are familiar with English digits. As the internal reliability of this measure was quite
high, the test can be used to measure working memory capacity in future L1or L2 studies. The same procedure
could also be used to develop and score further math span tests for the measurement of working memory
capacity.
Following Friedman and Miyake (2005), this study employed the total number of targets (second digit in each
math problem) recalled as it was a more reliable method for scoring the storage capacity of working memory. In
this method, the sum of the correctly recalled elements from all sets, regardless of whether the elements in each
set are all recalled or not, is counted for the storage capacity score. In Conway, Kane, Bunting, Hambrick,
Wilhelm and Engle's (2005) term, this is “partial-credit scoring” which is used to obtain recall scores for
individuals whose processing scores meet the requirement (85% or above). In the current research, one point was
allocated to each recalled item. This method of scoring is supported by the most recent research (Juffs &
Harrington, 2011) where it is argued to provide “a finer discrimination between individuals and be more reliable”
(p. 144). To control any recency effect (Baddeley & Hitch, 1993), no points were given to the targets in math
problems appearing in final positions in sets if they were recalled first.
The same method was also used in the scoring of processing capacity in this study. The total number of correct
answers to the math problems, regardless of whether the target in each of them had been recalled correctly or not,
was regarded as the processing capacity score. The advantage of this scoring procedure for processing and
storage capacities, other than being more reliable (Friedman & Miyake, 2005), is that it may involve a wider
range of scores, better discrimination between high and low capacity participants as well as all correct responses
in the total scores of storage and processing respectively.
Overall, these findings imply that a math span test, as a complex span task, is a reliable cognitive task tapping
and measuring both the processing and storage components of working memory. This adds further support to
prior studies where working memory was operationalized as the performance on the complex span tests such as
the reading span test, operation span test or counting span test both in the L1 (e.g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980;
Turner & Engle, 1989; Waters & Caplan, 1996) and the L2 (e.g., Alptekin & Erçetin, 2010; Harrington & Sawyer,
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1992; Lesser, 2007; Walter, 2004). Finally, the results of this study suggest that the newly developed test is
reliable enough to be used in language-specific and cross language studies for the measurement of working
memoy capacity. As mentioned before, since the digits are in English, the participants in these studies need to be
able to read and calculate the digits in English.
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Appendix: Math Span Test items
Simple math span test problems are as follow:
Practice Session
Set One
7+9=?
8–1=?
Set Two
9+4=?
5–2=?
Set Three
3+7=?
6–1=?
3+9=?
Set Four
4–2=?
7+8=?
9–3=?

Set Seven
9–4=?
5+1=?
6–2=?
5+7=?
Set Eight
1+9=?
2+4=?
3–1=?
8–6=?
Set Nine
5–3=?
8–2=?
2+7=?
6+9=?
Set Ten
5+4=?
7–1=?
3+6=?
9–8=?
6+5=?
Set Fourteen
7–2=?
4–1=?
8 – 3 =?
4 + 7 =?
9 + 5 =?
6+8=?

Test session
Set One
2+1=?
9–6=?
Set Two
8–5=?
3+2=?
Set Three
1+3=?
7–4=?
Set Four
4+3=?
9–5=?
6+2=?
Set Five
8–4=?
2+5=?
7–6=?
Set Six
4+8=?
5+3=?
6–5=?
Set Eleven
8–7=?
1+4=?
9–3=?
2+8=?
5–1=?
Set Twelve
6–3=?
9–7=?
8+1=?
7–5=?
1+6=?
Set Thirteen
9–1=?
6+4=?
3–2=?
7+6=?
4–3=?
8 + 5 =?

Set Fifteen
2–1=?
5+6=?
7–3=?
2+9=?
6–4=?
1+7=?
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